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Welcome 
 

Love one another, as I have loved you (John 15:12) 
 

We welcome into the life and worship of our congregation people of every race, gender, background, age, 
sexual orientation, mental or physical ability. 
 
We affirm our diversity and the dignity of each person. 
 
Welcome one another, therefore, just as Christ has welcomed you, for the glory of God.  (Romans 15:7) 
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Message from the Minister: 
November 2016 

Dear Friends, 

Writing this as I am on 8th November it is hard not to have my 

mind on events across the Atlantic, as the voters of the United 

States go to the polls in what has been an unfathomable election.  

From the outside it is well nigh impossible to work out how things 

came to this; and it is only a small comfort to know that many on 

the inside also find it impossible to work out.  

 

How is it that, for the Republicans, someone whose stock in trade 

is bombast, insult, and an exaltation of ignorance, has become for 

some of the dispossessed a hero of straight-talking and honesty?  

Is it just that he has tapped into racism and xenophobia, a 

desperation to believe anyone and anything that allows them to 

find someone ‘out there’ to blame?  Is it the failure of ‘politics as 

usual’ to address the issues that bring people low? 

 

On the other side, you might ask whether there was no one in the 

Democratic Party who was willing to run against two people who, 

in most walks of life, would be enjoying well-earned retirement.  

Of course, with age comes experience – but, much of the time, 

with experience comes the experience of making mistakes.   

 

Does the choice facing the American population mean that there 

was no one in the up-and-coming generation of politicians who 

had the quality that has been so well displayed by the president of 

the last eight years? 

 

It matters, of course.  It matters to America, and it matters to us 

and the rest of the world as well.  It matters because, in spite of 

the obvious desire of many in many countries to say ‘stop the 
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world, I want to get off’, the world does not stop – and we cannot 

get off.  We are really all in this together. 

 

We live in a world we would rather were different, often with 

people we would rather were different, or with leaders we would 

wish were better.  But, for all its failings, it is still God’s world – 

and it is still one world.  What happens in one place influences 

what happens elsewhere – for good or ill. 

 

We will soon be in the season of Advent, a time of preparation for 

the coming kingdom of God.  Maybe we can take the opportunity 

to think about what skills leaders ought to display if we want them 

to work on that agenda.  There has been much talk recently about 

how to make or keep a nation great.  I’m waiting for a leader who 

aims to make the world great for all its people. 

 

Wellington at Christmas 

Christmas is coming!  This is a 
time of year when busyness can 
take us over – when each day 
seems to have fewer hours than 
we are used to.  But it’s also a time 
of year that brings an excitement 
and an atmosphere that can lift us 
and inspire us and bring us face to 
face with the proclamation that 
God is with us.   

I hope I will see you many times in the coming weeks as we 
celebrate this great festival of faith.   

David.  
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A little letter of introduction from your new deacon in training  

My name is Claire Herbert I’m a 4th year 

student studying for a BD in Theology at 

Glasgow University. I live in East Kilbride 

where I am mum to Ewan (15), Amy (14), 

Adam (10) and Lauren (8). My wonderful 

husband Craig has the job of caring for all 

of us while I am on 

placement and at 

university. He also finds 

time to train cute puppies like this one for Guide 

Dogs! 

I grew up in Dunblane where my parents and 

siblings still live. I was self-employed as a 

holistic therapist for ten years before 

responding to God’s call to train for the 

Diaconate. My home church is the Old Parish in East Kilbride. I'm 

creative and love crafts, recently taking up knitting again after 

encouragement at diaconate council to begin a Prayer Shawl 

ministry. 

     

Being a deacon in the Church of Scotland means regular meeting 

for prayer and fellowship as well as twice yearly conference. The 

diaconate is primarily a ministry of service which has one foot in 

the community and the other in the congregation. It is this voice 
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from the community which allows us to use 

our gifts to respond creatively to the needs of 

those around us. Gone are the days of the grey 

uniformed deaconess, founded more than 120 

years ago the diaconate is now, a 

committed group of women and men who 

serve in areas of great need and scarce 

resources. We grow where we're planted! If 

you have not met a deacon before or want to more about the role 

of deacons in modern ministry, I am always happy to share the 

stories and hopes of this inspirational group.  

Training for the diaconate is changing but my route has been four 

years at university, alongside which I have completed two 

placements. The first was in Garthamlock, a poverty areas parish 

and this summer I spent ten weeks in the more rural Strathaven 

and Chapelton Parish. At the end of this year I hope with Gods 

help to begin my 18-month probation period after successful 

completion of which I could be ordained in a post.   

University has allowed me to 

travel and last year I enjoyed 

a trip with Edinburgh’s New 

College students to tour 

Luther’s Germany. This 

academic year I hope to 

return to Germany, in early 

January, to build on this 

reformation study. The 

Glasgow and Edinburgh based ministry candidates have also 

been blessed with an opportunity to visit Jerusalem this coming 

February. I look forward, on my return, to sharing with you my 

experiences. I would ask for your prayers that these are safe and 

fruitful experiences as I near the end of my training.  
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I have studied in the shadow of Wellington Church for the last four 

years (including my year of access study!) I was delighted when I 

was given the opportunity to come and serve my final placement 

here at Wellington. It seems fitting that the last stage of my 

academic training will be combined with God’s call to serve in this 

community who have welcomed me as a student. I look forward 

to meeting and sharing with people in all the exciting things going 

on here and please do give me suggestions of other events you 

recommend! If you see me out and about, please come and say 

hello.  Claire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Hi Everyone - in case you don't yet know: - Woodlands 
Community Garden won the UK Best Community Garden title and 
£10,000 the other day! They thought they'd won £500!!!  

Well done that group!  Aren't we the lucky ones to have the 
benefit of Jerry's time?!    Grace  
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HORATIO'S GARDEN SCOTLAND IS OPEN! 

Thanks to the hard work and generosity of so many, we're 
absolutely thrilled to announce that Horatio's Garden Scotland is 
now open at the Scottish National Spinal Injuries Unit at the 
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital in Glasgow. 

Designed by award-winning garden designer, James Alexander-
Sinclair, the space is a haven for patients and their families during 
their long stay in hospital. As James commented; “Horatio’s 
Garden in Glasgow is the most meaningful garden I have ever 
designed.” 

Throughout the summer, a team of volunteers, under the 
guidance of the Head Gardener, has been working tirelessly to 
prepare the garden for the opening. 
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Saidiana Women Project (Kenya) 
 
This was the project that we supported in the special collection on 
Sunday 30th October at the conclusion of One World Week. It was 
founded in 1998 in Kitale in the western part of Kenya to 
encourage self-sufficiency mainly among some of the poorest 
women of the district.   
 
As David explained in his sermon, the founder, Fridah Wafula had 
been hoping to come to the United Kingdom this summer and visit 
Iona but was refused a visa by the immigration authorities.   The 
work of the Saidiana Women Project has developed over the 
years.  Initially it was just a sewing project teaching just this skill.  
Today that continues and they are concentrating on producing 
school uniforms, and incidentally, in spite of the project’s name, it 
involves a few men.  They have also developed other activities.  
They encourage and facilitate micro-entrepreneurship in the fields 
of farming, kitchen gardening and marketing.   
 
Another field of enterprise is what they describe as water 
harvesting as water is a precious commodity in short supply in 
Kenya.  Added to all this is their social activity of visiting and 
welcoming strangers and, in particular, in the area of HIV/AIDS 
care. 
 
We have recently received a report of the project for the first six 
months of 2016.  This includes a statement of their finances.  The 
Saidiana Women Project remains fairly small and their income 
over the half year is slightly under £7500.  This means the 
generosity of the Wellington congregation, which last month 
raised £597 is very important to them and they will do a great deal 
with it.  And, one last point, “Saidiana” is Swahili for “helping 
others”!      
 
Robin Green 
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Confronted With Christ 
 
Dan Cruickshank writes about how he was confronted with Christ - in the face of refugees - 

during the opening night of the SCM students gathering in Wellington Church. 
 
On a Friday night in October, Christ confronted me in a full Dress 
Kilt. 
 
From 14-16 October, SCM Glasgow hosted the SCM Scotland 
gathering at Wellington Church in the heart of Glasgow’s West 
End and the University of Glasgow campus. On the Friday night 
we gathered for introductions before joining Wellington’s 
‘International Welcome Club’ for the showing of a film created by 
refugees in Glasgow, funded by the Scottish Refugee Council. I 
thought I would find the film interesting when I heard it would 
explore the parallels between the modern refugee experience in 
the city and that of Belgian refugees who arrived after the 
outbreak of the First World War. 
 
One of my strange hobbies and academic interests is the 
outbreak of the First World War, so I thought the evening would 
present an academically good time. What I didn’t expect was an 
emotional encounter with my Lord and my God.  
 
The organiser of the 
Welcome Club 
introduced the man who 
made the film. He stood 
there in a full dress kilt, 
Prince Charlie outfit. 
The smile on his face 
spread from ear to ear 
as he stood there 
proudly as the Scot he 
now felt he was.  
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We were told his wife had produced a dish called Tabbouleh, a 
salad made from parsley, bulgur wheat, lemon juice, olive oil and 
a mixture of other delicious smelling herbs. The powerful aroma 
of the dish spread around the room as his wife worked her way 
around giving each person their portion, their children following 
round to hand out cutlery and plates. 
I’ll admit now what might be obvious: I can’t remember these 
people’s names. They too easily became objects in my mind. 
Refugees, not people. A thing.  And yet they have haunted me 
this week, their dress, their smiles, their kindness and their 
thankfulness. We were told that the wife and children had only 
arrived recently, after being stuck in Syria for a year whilst the 
man made his application for asylum status. 
The film itself was powerful, an honest and brutal look at the 
experiences of a selection of refugees in Glasgow. Their 
hardships and harsh treatment by our system was contrasted with 
the warm welcome Belgians received 100 years ago. They were 
given jobs; now we stop people from working. They were cheered 
as they entered the country; now national newspapers run front-
page hate campaigns when we let any refugees in. But the film 
ended with people being thankful that this city was welcoming and 
friendly, even as we refused to give them jobs, houses or much 
help. People whose names I can’t even remember thanked me for 
being part of a friendly, welcoming city. 
 
Then the film ended with one of the refugees moving into a flat. I 
recognised the stairwell. The flat is in a building identical to mine 
that I walk past every day. And then I found myself before the 
judgement throne of God, and Christ was seated there with the 
face of these refugees asking me when He was hungry, did I feed 
Him, when He was homeless, did I give Him shelter, when He 
was naked, did I clothe Him. I can’t remember these refugees’ 
names, but God has stopped me from allowing them to become 
mere nameless objects in my mind. Instead He confronted me in 
these people. And so Christ in a full Dress Kilt haunts me still. 
 
Written by Dan Cruickshank, SCM Glasgow member 
This article was first published on the SCM blog (http://www.movement.org.uk/blog/confronted-christ) 
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More on Ahmad – the man in the kilt! 
Ahmad is a refugee from Syria. After his request for asylum was 
processed, and he had been moved several times from one 
homeless hostel to another - often at less than 24 hours notice - 
he was granted leave to remain for five years.  He was then able 
to request - through the Red Cross - that his wife and two young 
children be allowed to join him. This process took several months, 
a great deal of paperwork and a lot of money he did not have so 
he had to borrow to make sure the process did not falter.  
When the happy day came that he was able to go to Glasgow 
Airport and be re-united with his wife and children, the Red Cross 
had booked a taxi to take the family into Glasgow - straight to the 
Hamish Allan Centre which is the headquarters of the homeless 
person's unit of Glasgow City Council. That means that as the 
family were driven into the city, they did not know where they 
would sleep that night or any night from that point onwards. That 
is the system.  
 
However, he was one of the exceptionally lucky ones.  He was 
given decent, clean and secure accommodation. They have been 
there now for many weeks but are not permitted visitors - except 
when one senior member of staff is on duty who bends the rules.   
Fortunately, a house of the traditional council four-in-a-block type 
has been offered them and they are now in the process of moving 
to it.  Everyone in the Club wishes them well and while their new 
home is not near Wellington, we hope they will 'drop in' to the 
Conversation Corner and the Club events when they can.  
 
The flat has a bit of garden 
space so Ahmad will plant flat 
parsley and other things to 
ensure his family eats properly. 
He has attended classes at the 
Hidden Garden and been busy 
in Wellington Church's kitchen 
garden to learn how to grow 
things here.  
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Growing things in Wellington's garden was the only preparation 
he could make for his family arriving.  They came to Glasgow on 
a Tuesday and all of them attended the weekly English Language 
Conversation Corner the 
next day in Wellington 
Crypt Cafe.    With his 
wife, Ahmad cut the 
parsley and the pair of 
them prepared a savoury 
dish called Tabbouleh 
which they shared with 
the entire 40+ people at 
the Conversation 
Corner.  Since that 
Wednesday was also 
Ahmad's birthday, some 
ladies in the Church 
helped him provide a 
birthday cake with his 
name and his wife's 
name on it.  
As the pair of them cut it, he said: This is the first birthday of my 
new life with my family in Scotland.'  
Please keep this family - and all asylum seekers and refugees in 
your prayers.   Grace Franklin 
 
The International Welcome Club 
The Church's International Welcome Club has now prepared a 
programme for 2017 from January through till the end of April. It 
includes the annual Burns night, a couple of ceilidhs, how to 
make shortbread, Chinese New Year celebrations, St Valentine's 
Day card-making and views of Scotland's history and geography 
from people who know these things in detail.  
The Club invites anyone reading this newsletter to join us any 
Friday evening at 7.30pm this year or next. We meet in the 
Wellington Church library and enter from 77 Southpark Avenue 
G12 8LE. The purpose is, always, to extend the hand of 
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friendship to any new comer to Glasgow - no matter where they 
come from or their reason for being in the city or how long they 
might stay.   It is important that local residents - and Wellington 
Church members in particular - are on hand to offer this welcome. 
The support of those who have done so willingly is truly 
appreciated - Christine Scott, for example, is the most recent 
person to have completed several years of faithful service as the 
Club's treasurer, tea maker and crafts instructor. We thank her, 
publicly, for that and hope she will come back from time to time to 
share her skills. Her replacement is Margaret Houston, a recently 
retired college lecturer.  
 
The Club welcomes anyone who is interested in joining the 
International Club Team to ensure each individual is made to feel 
'at home' in Wellington.  Talk to Grace Franklin, Isabel Macmillan 
or Joyce Smith to find out more. Or simply turn up one Friday 
evening and experience the Club for yourself. Grace Franklin 

 

Wellington Community news: 
 
Crypt: The Crypt committee is always looking for helpers to assist 
with the lunch time work.  Can you make toasties, count money, 
welcome students? You are just what they are looking for. Please 
contact Jackie Murray if you can help. 

2017 Congregational Weekend Away:   

We are in the early stages of planning a weekend away in March 
2017, this time to the Atholl Centre, Pitlochry.  The dates we have 
booked are Friday 24th March to Sunday 26th March 2017.  As 
usual this will be for all ages, with accommodation provided for 
families, couples and people coming on their own.  We hope to 
keep the price for the whole weekend, fully catered, to below 
£100, with young people being subsidised by church funds.  We 
will also organise a pay by instalment scheme.  At this stage we 
are only asking you to keep the dates free, but booking forms will 
be made available later in the year. 
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Wheel Trust Family Ceilidh: The Wheel Trust are celebrating 
their 10th anniversary with a Family Ceilidh on Saturday 26th 
November in Partick Trinity Church from 6 to 9.30pm.  Tickets £5 
includes a buffet supper and can be obtained from Christine 
Blackhurst. All welcome. 
 

Wellington Choir and Choral Scholarships: 1 year on   
It is one year since Wellington choir, and indeed the Church as a 
whole, have been enjoying the benefit of the Philip Beattie 
Memorial Scholarships.  In the 2015-16 session we were 
delighted to have the services of Connor Smith and Michael 
Longden.  Connor, now a third year student at RCS, has returned 
for the 2016-17 session.  As Michael has now moved to 
Edinburgh to sing as a Lay Clerk in St Mary’s Cathedral, we are 
pleased to welcome second year RCS student Will Frost as bass 
scholar from 2016-17.  
The support which 
these two strong voices 
bring to the choir has 
enabled the singing of 
more ambitious, and 
hopefully more 
meaningful, anthems.  
It has also helped the 
choir to support and 
lead the congregational 
singing of hymns, 
which is such an important part of our Church of Scotland “sung 
tradition.”  Since the introduction of the choral scholars, feedback 
from the regular choir members has been positive, in that there 
now seems to be a mutual confidence among the members.  
Let me explain why this confidence is so important. The choir’s 
main function is to provide a lead to the congregation in the 
hymns, and to sing an introit before and an anthem during each 
morning service. Preparation and rehearsal of all of this music is 
done in 30/40 minutes before the service each Sunday – so it can 
be fairly intensive!  Often the anthem or introit can be a new piece 
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which we have not sung previously. Mostly the music is sung in 
four parts, so in the case of our choir there can be as few as three 
or two (sometimes even one) voices singing each part.  
Last session, in addition to his contribution to the choir, Connor 
organised a series of excellent concerts of chamber music where 
we had the opportunity to hear top class performances from many 
of the talented RCS students.  Some more concerts are planned 
for 2017. Watch this space………… 
We look forward to Will and Connor’s contributions to the life of 
Wellington Church, and wish them well in their continuing studies 
at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. 
Alan Kitchen (Director of Music) 
 
Denholm Bequest  
A final tranche of £1385 from the estate of Miss Violet Denholm 
has been received.  The total from this extremely generous 
bequest has totalled £112,052 over the last three years.  
Arthur Allison (Treasurer)  

   

Olivia Scott 

My book group is run by Patrick Wood, a former Librarian.  He told this story to us and one of 

the members put in a little book she had published.  I thought it would give you a little smile. 

Joyce Smith 

 “I started my training as a librarian in Glasgow under Olivia Scott who was head of Shettleston Library 

at the time.  She was maybe seen as a bit eccentric but she was fantastic to work for.  Another lad was 

starting out at the same time as me and one of our daily jobs was to make Olivia her cup of tea. She had 

very high standards and we had to lay out a table cloth and use a china tea pot –with just the exact 

amount of tea in it – and a china cup and saucer plus a sugar basin and milk jug. But she was also the 

person who collected our union dues”.    Patrick Wood 

 
CONGREGATIONAL REGISTER 
 
Deaths 
Dr. Jean MacDonald - 7th September 2016 
 
Rev. John Ainslie – 21st October 2016 
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OpenHouse Encounters & Reflections 
 
Kelvinbridge Church, offers an event in the Bistro, Websters, 416 
Great Western Road, exploring ways of reflecting on current 
issues in the light of the Bible and belief. On two Sundays a 
month, there will be an early Sunday morning gathering in the 
Snug from 9:30 am –10:30 am, with coffee, conversation and a 
short time of set prayer. (Iona Community, Wild Goose Worship 
Group liturgy). 
 
The conversations will be guided by invited contributors: 
 
November 20th :  Norman Shanks – minister, previously Lecturer 
in Practical Theology University of Glasgow, former leader of the 
Iona Community. 
January 15th :  Wendy Young - climber, trail-runner, facilitator of 
worship and theological reflection, locally and globally for 
Christian Aid Scotland. 
February 5th :  Heather Walton – writer, Professor of Theology 
and Creative Practice and co-director of Literature, Theology and 
the Arts, University of Glasgow. 
February 19th :  Peter Gardner - visual artist, Pioneer Minister to 
the Arts Communities of Glasgow. 
March 5th :  Alison Phipps – poet, Professor of Languages and 
Intercultural Studies University of Glasgow, Co-Convener of 
Glasgow Refugee, Asylum and Migration Network. 
March 19th :  Anne Muir – writer, researcher, television producer 
and director, team member GRF Christian Radio and Brian Muir – 
Planning and Development Consultant, team member GRF 
Christian Radio. 
April 2nd:   Martin Johnstone – minister, Secretary of the 
Church of Scotland Church and Society Council, founding director 
of Faith Community Scotland, member of The Poverty Truth 
Commission. 
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Sunday Duties 

27 November 2016 Side Door Bearer Kate Fyfe Front Door Bearer Sheila Craik 
 Side Door Plate Caroline Jennings         Front Door PlateLizanne McKerrell 
 Sound Robin Green 

 

04 December 2016 Side Door Bearer Catherine Shaw Dunn  Front Door Bearer Ruth Beattie 
 Side Door Plate Jim Michael                 Front Door PlateGrace Franklin 
 Sound Niall Hardie 

 

11 December 2016        Side Door Bearer Norman Shanks        Front Door Bearer Nancy Porter 

 Side Door Plate Alison Ainslie Front Door Plate Andy Cardwell 
 Sound David Blackhurst 

18 December 2016 Side Door Bearer John F Anderson        Front Door Bearer Fumi Nakabachi 
 Side Door Plate Christine Scott Front Door Plate Yushin Toda 
 Sound Ken Fyfe 

24 December 2016 Side Door Bearer Joyce Allison Front Door Bearer Arthur Allison 
 Side Door Plate Helen Sturrock Front Door Plate Jim Michael 
 Sound Robin Green 

25 December 2016 Side Door Bearer Kate Fyfe           Front Door Bearer Catherine Shaw Dunn  
                       Side Door Plate Caroline Jennings  Front Door Plate   Fumi Nakabachi 
 Sound David Blackhurst 

01 January 2017 Side Door Bearer Norman Shanks Front Door Bearer Alison Ainslie 
 Side Door Plate Andy Cardwell Front Door Plate Yushin Toda 
 Sound Robin Green 

08 January 2017 Side Door Bearer Donald Murray Front Door Bearer Duncan Logie 
 Side Door Plate Petra Hardie Front Door Plate Jackie Murray 

Sound  Claire McDiarmid 
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Advent and Christmas at Wellington 2016   

Sunday Morning Services:  

27 November:   Advent Communion Service  

4 December: Gift Service                                                          
We bring gifts to be given to those who might 
not receive any  

11 December: ‘The Road to Christmas’                        
Service of words and music  

18 December: Christmas Nativity                                
Service led by the young people of the 
church  

24 December: Watchnight Service in Kelvinside-Hillhead 

at 11.30 pm 

25 December:  Family Service for Christmas Day  

 

Service of Lessons and Carols  

Wellington Church Thursday 15 December  
at 7 pm. An Advent celebration of traditional hymns and 

familiar readings, featuring choral scholars from Glasgow 
University. The service will be followed by a time of festive 
fellowship, with hot chocolate and mince pies. 
 

Advent Studies – 
group discussion 
series “Living the Light” 

On Thursdays 24th November,            
1st December, 8th December at 8.00 pm 
in Kelvinside-Hillhead Church.  


